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A rash of grave robberies. A cursed barrow. A case that will test the balance between magic

and law.When bodies go missing, the Academy of Arcane Arts assigns the case to Apprentice

Mage Idun Wintermoon. With the jarl's liaison for all things magical, Lissette Forlatt, and her

best friend, the giant Njal, they try to track the thief.But the closer they get to answers, the

further away from truth they find themselves. When a series of strange visions brings Lissette

to the ruins of the long abandoned goblin kingdom, they descend into a dark and terrible world

of magic and secrets.They're in a race against time as they try to stop the Necromancer. But to

get to her, they have to tread where the dead sleep - or worse, don't.And if they're not careful,

they'll end up forgotten denizens of the undead themselves.

From Publishers WeeklyBorn Irish Catholic in upstate New York, Knight converted to Islam as

a teenager and wrote an influential underground novel, The Taqwacores, about young Muslim-

Americans struggling to integrate their religious beliefs with an affinity for beer and the Sex

Pistols. His latest, a stream of consciousness chronicle of his pilgrimage to holy sites in

Pakistan, Syria, Ethiopia, Egypt and Saudi Arabia, resembles nothing so much as the

archetypal American road novel complete with a harrowing episode of cannabis-induced

psychosis, a breezy tone (I spent two months in Faisal Mosque in Islamabad, doing the

madrassa thing and considering jihad in Chechnya) and indifference to whether the reader can

follow his references (if you aren't acquainted with Muslim history and terminology, you would

be well-advised to stay within close reach of Wikipedia). He probes and prods the boundaries

of his faith with unabashed emotion and honesty, even questioning, near the end of his journey,

whether he really understands anything about Islam. But the book is most engaging when he

turns his gaze outward to make pithy observations on the intersection of religion and global

capitalist culture (he describes Saudi Arabia as the Wal-Mart of Islam). (Dec.)Copyright ©

Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorMichael Muhammad

Knight is a novelist, essayist, journalist, and scholar. He converted to Islam at sixteen and

traveled to Islamabad at seventeen to study at a madrasa. His books include The Taqwacores,

Blue-Eyed Devil, Tripping with Allah: Islam, Drugs, and Writing, and Why I Am a Salafi. He is

an assistant professor of religious studies at the University of Central Florida in Orlando. --This

text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Maria M. Thompson, “Goblins, Necromancy and Romance. The growing romance between

Lisa and Udun (this is book 2 in the series) is sweet.The cross of detective procedural with

magic continues to provide mischief and amusement.The book receives only four stars

because some of the love talk is stilted and Liss and Udun at times lose their distinctive voices

making it hard to remember who is speaking.”

Doug Williamson, “Playing with the dead. This is the first test of the new relationship between

the magicians and the Jarl, as well as between our two heroines. And it looks like this one is

going to be a real test for them all.This is book two of this series but it is written as a

standalone. You can read this one without reading the first and only miss some of the

backgroundThis is a high fantasy story with magic and fantastic races. The story is well written

and easy to read, something I have come to expect from our author and she never

disappoints. The characters are also well developed and the true stars of the show. I love our

two heroines and their banter, while our hero provides both the level head and a sense of

humor. The plot is also well thought out and complex, keeping us guessing as to what comes

next. Overall, these elements all blend into a fantastic story that is hard to put down once you

start. I am definitely looking forward to seeing more books in this series.Highly recommended.I

received a free copy of this book via Booksprout for review purposes.”

Wayne, “An entertaining read.. **** SPOILER ALERT ****If you wedded a mystery to a fantasy

and the union produced a child "The Necromancer: Sellswords & Spellweavers, Book 2" would

be that child. A delightful and entertaining page turner of a tale. Ford delivers great world

building and character development along the way.I really enjoyed this book. I did not see the

twist at the end coming. Why do I make a special note of that? Because it is extremely rare for

an author to be able to slip a twist past me.I am looking forward to seeing what Ford shows us

in Book 3.In the interest of transparency: I was given a review copy of this book and I am



voluntarily sharing this review.It is my own honest opinion.”

Steven, “The Case of the Body Snatcher. If I had to choose, I would say this is my favorite book

of the series so far: 5 stars. Idun and Liss, now tasked with investigating magical crimes by the

Jarl and University, must solve a perplexing case of body snatching and grave robbing. Is

necromancy afoot?What did I like?1. The bond and romance between Liss and Idun

deepens.2. Side characters like Njal and Aage play a larger role and get to shine. Also, I was

intrigued by a new, mysterious witch who gets introduced. As usual, there are interesting and

fun character interactions.3. Our characters travel to some great, ominous locations this time. I

loved the barrow and the climactic setting at the end.4. I feel this book had the tensest, most

perilous, and action-packed climax of the series. The villain, location, and climactic revelations

were an effective, suspenseful mix.”

Karen, “A good mix of tension, fun and intrigue. I enjoyed book 2 more than book 1 in this

series, for anyone who is on the fence about continuing after book 1. (I enjoyed book 1 too, but

this one more so.) We get to know Idun and Liss better, which was great, and the one other

prominent character (I'm withholding names as I don't want any spoilers) was just fantastic.

This series is just fun, with enough intrigue and action to make a captivating, enjoyable, fairly

light-hearted read (though there are tense moments for sure!).”

Roger Fauble, “Great read. The Necromancer (Sellswords & Spellweavers, #2), my

seventeenth read from author Rachel Ford. Picking up seamlessly from the first book, this epic

fantasy book is so well-written & enjoyable, no matter the genre a Rachel Ford book can be

counted on to be entertaining & enjoyable. I look forward to Transmogrification Games

(Sellswords & Spellweavers Book 3). "I received a free review copy of this book and am

voluntarily leaving a review." (RIP Marley January 20, 2014 - July 24, 2018).”

Frank Geimer, “The second novel doesn't let you down!. This the second novel in the

Sellswords & Spellweavers Fantasy series and it will keep you entertained and thinking you

know how it will turn out. I didn't see the final twist coming and I am a avid reader of Ms. Fords

novels. I love the fact that she snuck one on me! You will not regret reading this series so,

escape to another of her worlds. I can't wait to devour the third installment!”

Jeanne Richardson, “Great Book. This is the 3rd book I've read written by Rachel Ford; she

has done a great job at writing a good book; I can’t wait to read more of her books.The story

line caught my attention at the very beginning and kept me interested throughout the entire

book.I received a free copy of this book via booksprout and I’m voluntarily leaving a review.”

The book by Rachel Ford has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 47 people have provided feedback.
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